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A Kinsey Millhone mystery. . . When Kinsey Millhone agrees to do a favor for Henry Pitts, her

lovable octogenarian landlord, she literally gets taken for the ride of her life. The family of a recently

deceased WWII veteran wants her to find out why the military has no record of his service. All

Kinsey has to do, she thinks, is cut through some government red tape. But when the dead man's

house is ransacked and his old army buddy is beaten up, she quickly realizes he was not all he

seemed. Before long Kinsey is trailing crooks halfway across the country, impersonating a hotel

maid, tangling with a baseball bat-wielding grandmother, and running from one very dangerous

character. With her money almost gone and her nerves frayed, Kinsey's got to solve a decades-old

crime and make it back home in time for Henry's wedding . . . if she can make it back at all. . . .

"THIS IS ONE OF GRAFTON'S MOST FUN-TO-READ BOOKS. . . . One of [Kinsey Millhone's]

wildest adventures yet."--San Francisco Examiner
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Other reviewers have compared this one to "H." They're right. This is an "on the road with the bad

guys" adventure. No real mystery here, and other than a few interesting scenes, not much worthy of

note.The supporting cast that has been weaved through the other novels is noticably absent from

this book. Maybe they were working on other projects. The book suffers from this, mainly because

the replacement players are not nearly as compelling or, frankly, fun.By the time Kinsey ends up in

Kentucky, you will find yourself saying "Who cares? Get back to Santa Teresa."All in all, it was a



disappointing read, annoying so because my prior experience with these books means that you

cannot skip the bad ones.

This is another good story in the line of alphabet mysteries by Sue Grafton. Her few "detours" from

great writing in previous "letters" seem to have been a minor bump in the road and she now returns

to a good plot and strong characters.I have to admit that one of my favorite characters in this series

is Henry Pitt, Kinsey Millhone's landlord and friend. I enjoyed the Henry who wrote crossword

puzzles and tried them out on Kinsey before he sent them in for publication. I enjoyed the Henry

who always had something baking in his kitchen. And many times I have wondered why some sexy

senior citizen hasn't snagged this wonderful catch of a man!This story gives us a little more insight

into Henry than we've seen in the past. Henry convinces Kinsey to help a friend of his on a simple

matter - she needs to show that Henry's friend served in the military during World War II so he can

be buried as a veteran. Such a simple request and it should have a simple solution, but as we've

seen with Kinsey in the past, nothing is an easy task, so the plot thickens...The family of the

deceased is too busy fighting among themselves to be much help to Kinsey. Then an old friend

shows up and gets attacked at the dead guy's apartment. Once again we're on a race to see what's

around the next corner for Kinsey and to find out why the government has no record of this veteran

serving his country.There's a little bit of mystery, but more suspense in this book. And more laughs

than we've seen in the past with Grafton's other books. I'd recommend this easy read to anyone

wanting a few hours of enjoyment as it's definitely one of Sue Grafton's better books in this series. I

only hope she will continue with this quality and not hit any more bumps that throw her off to only

mediocre writing!

Of the Sue Grafton's series, this one didn't have the same impact as her earlier books. I was

disappointed! The plot developed slowly, and at times reminded me of a bad 'made for T.V.

movie'and the characters (other than the familiar aquaintances) lacked "character". After I began

reading "L", over a year ago, I put the book down and didn't have the desire to read it until recently. I

enjoyed her first books and hope that "M" is a better read.

What can you say about Sue Grafton other than she is a great mystery writer. Kinsey Milhone is an

ex-cop and has her own detective agency and never much of a sex life if that what your looking for,

go elsewhere. This is a traditional gumshoe story with action and danger for our heroine. After some

spotty success writing books, Grafton changed to writing screenplays for TV and movies. With the



success of her first Alphabet series book ' A is for Alibi' in 1982 it has continued to date. I first

discovered her books when I came across 'G is for Gumshoe' (pub 1990) in a recycle center in

2000, I proceeded to local bookstores and  to acquire all of this series up until the current at the time

'O is For Outlaw'. It's always great when you come across a great series in progress as it's a joy just

reading book after book from a great writer. Much like 'binge watching TV series on Netflix

nowadays. Only problem with an ongoing series is waiting for the next book. Grafton has done only

a couple of yearly books and mostly every other year since 'P is for Peril' in 2001. It is now up to just

plain 'X' in 2015 and will end with 'Z is for Zero'. I'm hoping she has Y & Z completed as she is 75

now and I'm 70 and don't want to miss the conclusion of this great series.

I love the politically incorrect lady PI in this book. She is tough and she gets the job done. She is

somewhat dysfunctional, which makes her all the more believable and likeable. After reading this

series, I got my mother hooked on the series.Not quite as good as others in the series, but Sue

Grafton on a bad day is still streets ahead of many other authors on their best days. Gets 4-stars

from me because there is no real mystery. More of an exciting ride-along experience.After my

mother read all the "Kinsey Millhone" stories, she discovered the Joe Gunther Mystery Series, which

she loved. The first book is: Open Season (Joe Gunther Mysteries)If you are looking for exciting

adventure books for kids / teenagers, my mother recommends Jake Johnson And The Half Bloods

(Quest 1) (Jake Johnson And The Greek Gods) and its sequel Jake Johnson And The God Of War

(Quest 2) (Jake Johnson And The Greek Gods).
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